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From: Bedegrew, Tad@DWR Tad.Bedegrew@water.ca.gov 
Subject: SVGSA Advisory Committee Meeting Question - Extension of GSP Deadline 

Date: March 4, 2021 at 8:31 AM
To: tim@pg-tim.com
Cc: Ann DuBay Ann.DuBay@scwa.ca.gov, Marcus Trotta Marcus.Trotta@scwa.ca.gov 

Hi Tim, 

During the January 12, 2021 SVGSA Advisory Committee meeting, there was a question
from a member asking about any news regarding a possible extension of the GSP
deadline. As I had mentioned in the meeting, I had heard that some other GSA’s were
asking similar questions but I had not heard of an official request or response from the
department. I also said I would look into this topic further and get back to you and the 
group. Unfortunately it has taken longer than expected, but I finally have some
information that I can share regarding this topic. 

DWR has been CC’d on a few letters that have been sent from GSA’s to the 
Governor’s Office/Legislative Members and DWR has also received a few emails
regarding this topic. DWR also expects that more GSA’s may have similar
questions for DWR throughout the remainder of the year. 

The GSP deadlines are specified in the law.  Neither DWR, nor the SWRCB, have
the authority to change the statutory deadlines under SGMA. Any extensions
would require legislative changes in order to go into effect.   

DWR wants to remind GSA’s that SGMA and the GSP Regulations created an
outcome-based process to SGMA implementation and established a timeframe of
20 years for basins to achieve their sustainability goals. Through this outcome-
based process, GSAs are provided an opportunity to improve plans over time.
GSAs are encouraged to document data gaps and plan next steps in their GSPs to
demonstrate how the GSPs will be improved overtime. 

DWR and SWRCB are committed to assisting local agencies navigate the
challenges of SGMA implementation through the assistance below:

In January 2018, DWR published an Communication and Engagement
Guidance document. This document specifically outlines examples and
practices for locals to take during the SGMA planning process.
Prior to the extension requests, DWR published a Tips and Tactics for Online 
Meetings for navigating outreach during COVID and hosting virtual
Written Translation Services, which can help GSAs, or other groups assisting
in local SGMA implementation efforts, to communicate the groundwater
planning activities with their non-English speaking constituents. 

Hopefully the information above is helpful.  Please feel free to share this information with  
the SVGSA and/or the Advisory Committee group members. 

Unfortunately I am not available for the upcoming SVGSA Advisory Committee meeting 
on Tuesday, March 9.  I do my best to attend at least one of the AC meetings each 
month, and this month it looks like my schedule allows me to attend the Santa Rosa Plain 
GSA Advisory Committee meeting on Monday, March 8. 
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Please let me know if you or the GSA/AC have any additional questions. 

Thank you! 

Tad Bedegrew, P.G. 
Engineering Geologist 
Department of Water Resources 
North Central Region Office 
Geology & Groundwater Investigations 
3500 Industrial Blvd. 
West Sacramento, CA 95691 
Office: (916) 376-9619 




